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ABSTRACT: *Clostridioides difficile* infection is a hospital and community acquired diarrheal disease that affects over half a million people and leads to nearly 30,000 deaths annually in the United States. Disease symptoms are mediated by the two major virulence factors of *C. difficile*, toxins A and B (TcdA and TcdB), with TcdB thought to be the primary virulence factor in humans. The hypervirulent toxin variant, TcdB2, exhibits differences in activity and receptor specificity when compared with TcdB1. A hypervariable region showing significant amino acid differences between TcdB1 and TcdB2, comprised of residues 1753-1852, is suggested to be vital for the intoxication process. Additional residue differences are observed in the TcdB2 binding region for the proposed physiological receptor.
The significance of the residue differences present in the hypervariable region and receptor binding regions of TcdB2 is not well understood. Interestingly, TcdB2 exhibits increased cytotoxicity when compared with TcdB1, despite an apparent lack of interaction with the primary receptor, Frizzled. TcdB2 instead interacts with CSPG4, a toxin receptor that is not highly expressed in the colonic epithelium. Recent reports have suggested CSPG4 expression varies depending upon the state of the microenvironment, and is influenced by inflammatory responses. Based on this data, we hypothesized that specific sequence variations in the hypervariable region of TcdB2 impact cellular interaction and intoxication, and that CSPG4 expression plays a role in the increased cytotoxic activity exhibited by TcdB2.

To address these hypotheses, we began by making targeted mutations in the hypervariable region, and discovered a particular mutant, TcdB2\(_{\Delta 1769-1787}\), which showed a complete loss of cytotoxic activity and did not bind to cells. TcdB2\(_{\Delta 1769-1787}\) also exhibited spontaneous auto-processing, indicating the mutant exists in a conformation that allows the active conformer of the autoprocessing domain to form. We showed the mutant TcdB2\(_{\Delta 1769-1787}\) generated a protective immune response in a murine model of CDI when used as a vaccine candidate, suggesting the deletion mutant maintains important structural epitopes. Our studies further confirmed differences in receptor specificity between full-length TcdB1 and TcdB2, and support the idea that CSPG4 plays a larger role during intoxication than previously believed. Our data shows that cells made resistant to TcdB2 showed an almost complete loss of CSPG4 expression, while remaining susceptible to TcdB1, whereas cells overexpressing CSPG4 were found to be more susceptible to intoxication with TcdB2 than TcdB1. We report the novel finding that acute exposure to TcdB leads to increased expression of CSPG4, and toxin treated cells exhibit a higher level of toxin binding than untreated cells. Importantly, we also show treatment of a colonic cell line with an inflammatory cytokine leads to increased CSPG4 expression. Collectively our findings indicate that the 1769-1787 region of the toxin is intimately important for cytotoxicity and maintaining structural stability in the toxin, and suggest CSPG4 plays an important role in TcdB2-mediated cell intoxication.